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Did you know that Daniel Geale is a world champion boxer?
He was born in Launceston, Tasmania. He is a middleweight boxer and
current International Boxing Federation (IBF) middleweight champion,
who won the gold medal in the men’s welterweight division at the 2002
Commonwealth Games in Manchester, England.
READ Meet the Champ on page 18
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Activity 1
Building reading skills

•
•
•
•

skimming and scanning for information
reading headings, text boxes and pictures
reading for meaning
making connections between the text and your world
There are three levels of comprehension questions:
Literal		

The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

Inferred		
				

You need to make links between sentences and graphics
(such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know.

Applied		
				

The answer is in your background knowledge,
what you already know or feel.

1

This is the first time that Daniel Geale has won the International Boxing 		
		Federation (IBF) middleweight title.
(inferred)
Shade
one bubble.
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		TRUE
		FALSE
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2

Geale says, “ I guess a stoppage might have been the icing on the cake, but to
		win in that fashion is always good against a number one contender.”
		In this text, the icing on the cake means
(inferred)

Years 5-6

		it was a bit disappointing.

Shade
one bubble.

		it was something he would rather not have.
		it was a bit extra that he would have liked to have.

		he was going to have cake with lots of icing on it to celebrate his win.

3

What is one reason that Geale gives for doing so well in his career so far?
												 (inferred)
		just letting things happen
		having the drive and determination to improve all the time
		changing himself as a person
		doing the same things over and over

4

In which gym does Geale train?

(literal)

		Gary Shaw
		Manchester, England
		In the United States
		The Grange gym

5

The purpose for adding the picture to the written text is to (applied)
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Write
your answer
on the lines.
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Activity 2

Years 5-6

Language Conventions - Spelling

1

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
		Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.
Write
your answer
in the box.

Daniel Geale is rapidly improveing .
He was very pleased with his performense.
He fort against quality opponents.

2

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
		Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
He felt good throughout the fite.
His home crowd has suported him since he was an amateur.
He ganed a lot of confidence from the win.

Activity 3
Language Conventions - Grammar

1

Which words are verbs in this sentence?

Shade
one bubble.

They suggested that I need to keep improving so I can fight hard and win more of the
important titles.
		They, I
		that, to, so,
Y E A R
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		suggested, improving, fight, win
		hard, important
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2

Which words correctly complete this sentence?

Years 5-6

Geale wants to keep winning, ______ he’s training hard______ getting
the best coaches.

3

		what

because

		and

to

		so		

and

		which

for

Shade
one bubble.

Which word correctly completes the sentence?
I still have room for ________________ .
		improve
		improved
		improves

			improvement

4

Which word or words does it refer to in this sentence?
My preparation for my last fight was the best I’ve ever done it.
		my last fight
		my preparation
		me
		some people

Activity 4
Language Conventions – Punctuation

1

Place the commas ( , ) where they should go in this sentence.
Daniele Geale is an ambitious hard-working talented and highly successful boxer who

Y E A R
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strives to do his best at all times.
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2

Which sentence has the correct punctuation?

Years 5-6

Shade
one bubble.

		Each cigarette contains, methoprene, butane, arsenic, acetone and lead.
		Each cigarette, contains methoprene, butane, arsenic, acetone and lead.
		Each cigarette contains methoprene, butane, arsenic, acetone and lead.
		Each cigarette contains methoprene butane arsenic acetone and, lead.

3

One (1) apostrophe ( ’ ) have been left out of this sentence.
		Where do the missing apostrophes go?

It sounds promising because weve both been to the Olympics and we are ready for
the challenges.

Activity 5
Writing a Discussion

Write
your idea
on a paper.

A Discussion is a type of argument text that argues both sides of an issue, like a
debate. (An Exposition argues one point of view).
Discussions begin by stating the Issue, and then give different sides to the debate,
concluding with a resolution, judging which side is more valid.
Here’s how a Discussion is structured:
Argument type
Discussion
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Social purpose
argues both
sides of an issue
using persuasive
language and
persuasive
evidence

Stages

Phases

Thesis

preview both sides of
the issue

Sides

statement
evidence, examples
(statistics, quotes)
elaborations

For and against

Resolution

review arguments
conclusions
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Topic: That boxing should be a compulsory sport in schools.
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Write a DISCUSSION to argue two points of view.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think about:
examples, statistics, elaborations and other evidence to support your ideas.
Remember to:
research your topic and plan your writing.
choose your arguments carefully.
give reasons for your arguments.
give examples to support your arguments.
write in sentences.
pay attention to your spelling and punctuation.
use a new paragraph for each new idea.
choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions.
check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.
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